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Technological designs are also social designs. Cultural values, economic inter- 
ests, and political decisions are as integral to their composition as mathematical 
calculations, motors, cams, circuits, and silicon chips. 

designs for a coming “information age” or “information society” have become 
prime sites for international political, economic, and cultural struggles. These 
struggles, in turn, have provided the auspices and impetus for ambitious agen- 
das of politically engaged critical communications research. Theoretically rich, 
this research is beginning to deliver systematic assessments of the institutional 
architecture, economic constituents, technological possibilities, and occupa- 
tional and class arrangements of emerging national and global structures of 
information-capitalism. The international character of this research has been 
especially salutary in exposing the eurocentric values, priorities, and biases that 
condition the development of designs for global information systems-values 
such as technical progress, economic growth, productivity, efficiency, and con- 
trol. Nevertheless, this body of theory and the empirical assessments it has pro- 
duced have remained largely silent about a crucial dimension of the power- 
knowledge of the information age: its gender politics. 

parent and puzzling. They are transparent because, in a sense, social and lin- 
guistic constructions of the term “technology” in Western languages and dis- 
course practices mandate this silence. Even a cursory review of the scholarly 
literature on technology reveals that constitution of the terms “woman” and 
“technology” are not separate practices; they are related terms in a vocabulary 
of power-relations that defines the objects men make and manipulate and the 
work they do as “technical”; conversely, this vocabulary treats the objects 
women make and manipulate and the work they do as “nontechnical,” “natu- 
ral,” sometimes even “nurturing,” “humane,” or “humanistic” (23, 60, 63, 84, 

teckmology is tbe reprodzrction of oupattems of pozver and 

During the past decade, debates provoked by commercial and military 

The sources of this exclusion, this socially structured silence, are both trans- 
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96). This practice is also, of course, congruent with theoretical conventions in 
economics, sociology, and history, which consider men’s paid labor as produc- 
tive and part of a nation’s economy, and women’s unpaid labor as reproductive 
and outside calculations of gross national products. 
As a result of these constitutive practices, histories of Western technology 

have been histories of male activities. They examine the tools and techniques 
that have built industry and advanced warfare. They do not examine birthing, 
cooking, or child care skills or devices (58, 63, 68, 92, 111). Ohen these histo- 
ries are secured by evolutionary assumptions that carry unexamined androcen- 
tric (and eurocentric) cargoes. When histories of technology mention women 
(and they do so rarely), women are usually conceived as “consumers” of tech- 
nology, as users of telephones, typewriters, and facsimile machines.’ 

In short, it is easy to understand why mainstream debates on technology 
have ignored the question of gender. The established categories and conven- 
tions of Western languages and thought direct attention away from this ques- 
tion. The silence that results is so pervasive and deeply entrenched that femin- 
ist writer Jane Caputo (12, p. 487) describes the advanced technologies it 
produces as “phallotechnologies.” 

For a provocative interpretation of the multiple connotations of the coding of women as “consumers” 
of technologies, see Campbell and Wheeler (11). 

Even some revisionary histories of technology unreflexively adopt mainstream framing conventions 
that render women invisible. Thus, for example, a 1987 volume entitled The Social Construction of 
Technological Systems ( 4 )  ignores the question of gender except for brief references to women as 
a “social group” that may require special consideration in explaining some pacts of the development 
of the bicycle. 
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Nevertheless, the unreflective replication of these practices in critical 
theories and assessments of information technologies is puzzling and 
counterproductive, for a number of reasons. First, when communications 
scholars invade territories already occupied by other disciplines, they incur spe- 
cial obligations to survey the communicative features of those territories. When 
they study technology, they are therefore presumably required to display 
greater linguistic reflexivity than scientists, engineers, technologists, or histori- 
ans. 

Second, critical communications theorists, especially neo- or post-Marxists 
and postmodernists, directly and aggressively challenge the Enlightenment- 
based vocabulary of power-knowledge that supports these linguistic practices 
(e.g., 21, 25, 81, 94, 99, 100). 

egalitarian goals of feminism. Yet these practices obstruct realization of those 
goals. 

acterized as “de-skilling” processes in communications industries (29, 106). 
The gendering of skills is particularly pronounced in technology-intensive 
industries, especially computer and other electronics industries (14, 62, 80). 
Computer industries appear to be undergoing de-skilling processes that are 
broadening and “feminizing” the bases of their pyramids of power and profit 
(30, 54, 80). 

gest that the knowledge “lost” in the digitalization of information may be the 
humanistic knowledge that has preserved many cherished values of Western 
civilization (18, 64, 85, 107). These are the same values that were marginalized 
and feminized by gendered discourses on technology (phallotexts?) during the 
industrial revolution (60, 73, 93, 98, 110). 

Sixth, putting the new wine of critical and cultural theory in the old bottles 
of patriarchal linguistic categories inhibits, perhaps even precludes, the kinds 
of radical reconceptualizations of structures of everyday life-of authority, dif- 
ference, community, and relations with the nonhuman environment-valorized 
by current critical and postmodernist perspectives within communications stud- 
ies (81). In sum, the absence of a critical consciousness regarding the gender- 
ing of technological discourse concedes contestable territory to technological 
designs that reproduce old patterns of power and privilege. 

power and knowledge are such consistent and persistent furnishings of discus- 
sions of technology within the communications literatures that Cheris Kramarae 
(59, p. ix) has issued “a challenge and invitation to malestream researchers to 
question, for example, the assumption that men in the West have a location 
which is separate and adequate for theorizing about communications and tech- 
nology without consideration of the origin of the imposed hierarchical social 
divisions of such polar terms as female/male, East/West, and Black/white.” 

This article will take up Kramarae’s challenge, with some caveats. In my 
view, adequate response to Kramarae’s question requires the articulation of 
new languages, paradigms, and politics for creating and studying technologies. 

Third, many critical communications scholars publicly profess support for the 

Fourth, critical researchers are interested in what Harry Braverman (10) char- 

Fifth, studies of the history and social effects of the computer revolution sug- 

The socially structured silences supported by gendered vocabularies of 
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This is work that cuts across disciplines, work that requires an epochal change 
in consciousness and generations of effort. This article will offer some prelimi- 
nary reflections on the nature of that work and suggest some resources that 
may provide productive points of departure. Like the mainstream texts it criti- 
cizes, this text is also skewed by its positioning within a Western vantage point. 
It too contains silences that require critique, correction, and amendment by 
other “others” (76, 101).L Although I am convinced that further development 
of critical and cultural perspectives in communications is contingent upon ade- 
quate theorizations of the gender question, I do not think that viable feminist 
rethinkings of technology can be achieved without effecting a partial truce 
with malestream research. Mainstream discourse on technology has ignored the 
world of the everyday, the private sphere, the traditional sites of female-gen- 
dered skills; however, within feminist perspectives, the public sphere remains 
undertheorized (24, 96). This dialectical tension needs to be redressed and 
used creatively. 

At the present juncture in the struggle to articulate new vocabularies for con- 
stituting dialogues on technology, feminist choices are limited. To engage in 
creditable discussions of technology, we must use the language of the authori- 
tative discourses-what Mikhail Bakhtin (2, p. 342) called “the word of the 
fathers.” There are four major ways of coming to terms with this language: (a) 
surrendering; (b) escaping to the interior, where separate feminist colonies and 
critical codes can be established; (c) infiltrating the ranks in order to engage in 
what Umberto Eco (20, p. 135) calls “semiological guerrilla warfare”; or (d) 
“commuting” between points (b) and ( c ) . ~  In my judgment, the last option is 
the most responsible posture. The first two, by leaving the boys alone with 
some very dangerous toys, may increase the risks of ecological and nuclear dis- 
aster (e.g., 15, 19, 90). The third approach can stand alone, but it stands in the 
middle of the dialectical process; it can deconstruct the old ways, but it lacks 
the creative resources necessary to empower a new vision. The trick, then, is to 
take from mainstream discourses without being (entirely) taken in by them. 
This is not an easy task, but it is one that is consistent with the professed dicta 
of critical and postmodernist cultural theories, which include theoretical, meth- 
odological, and ideological reflexivity.* 

Constitution of the category of non~western peoples as other “others” is problematic. Within the 
writings of white feminists, this discursive practice replicates the appropriationist frames of white, 
Western, masculinist logic (cf. 76). 

’ The “commuter” image is developed by Bette Kauffman (55) in describing the psychic and practical 
strategies women artists use in pursuing careers within male-dominated an. worlds. 

An excellent demonstration of the advantages of this kind of “commuting” is provided by Carol Cohn 
( I  5) in her provocative deconstruction and critique of the role played by mttaphors of sex and death 
in articulations of the “rational world” of defense intellectuals. Cohn uses the trope of a spy to retain 
a critical perspective while traveling between the two worlds of feminism and militarism. In my own 
studies of the language of the artificial intelligence movement (49, 50, 51), I have found that 
“commuting” provides insulation against the traps of technical cum promotional languages, stim- 
ulates imagination by juxtaposing alien worlds, and precludes prematurt. foreclosures of critical 
momentum. 
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In the remainder of this article, I will try to put some additional teeth in 
Kramarae’s challenge by briefly reviewing some recent feminist deconstructions 
of the epistemological “location” of white, Western, males. These deconstruc- 
tions suggest that, like black females from the East, members of the malestream 
also see from a particular vantage point or perspective that influences what and 
how they see. Then, I will consider some reasons which suggest that the lan- 
guage and models of communications may be especially resistant to displays of 
the perspectivity of knowledge. Finally, I will identify some ways in which 
such displays may be used to secure new models of systematic (even “objec- 
tive” and scientific) knowledge that are responsive to postcolonialist and fem- 
inist perspectives. 

A virtual revolution in feminist thought about thought has taken place 
since the publication of Carolyn Merchant’s Lkatb  of N&re in 1980. 
Recent feminist analyses of the founding texts of modern science have estab- 
lished their historicity and intertextuality as well as their strategic positioning 
within debates involving church, state, commerce, witchcraft, and alchemy (9, 
35, 56, 72).5 Feminist recoveries of the submerged texts that informed the gen- 
der politics of early science demonstrate that scientific reasoning is grounded 
in metaphors and mythos, drawn from the Inquisition, that were designed to 
purge male fears of the diabolical powers of witches, place the promises and 
potions of scientists beyond inquisitors’ suspicions, and remove the mystique of 
“mother” earth so that her resources could be exploited by commerce. 

In short, these studies have demonstrated that “nature” is a social category. 
Its representation in the definitive texts of Western science was constructed 
from the specific reference point of a particular group of males who were inter- 
ested in escaping the inquisitor’s sword and developing mining resources. By 
exposing this reference point (and subsequent ones) from which the dis- 
courses of Western science have been articulated, feminist critics believe they 
have established that there is no “organic or natural standpoint” from which 
any of us can apprehend nature or the social world (33, p. 75; see also 65). 
This insight has, in turn, led such thinkers as Sandra Harding, Jane Flax, Donna 
Haraway, Evelyn Fox Keller, Hilary Rose, Susan Bordo, and others to radically 
problematize established/malestream concepts of observation, empiricism, and 
objectivity (9 ,  25, 26, 30, 32, 44, 45, 72, 73). 

According to the new feminist epistemologies, the models, theories, and 
methodologies of modern science and technology bear the scars of their trou- 
bled history. Both Baconian empiricism and Cartesian rationalism carry their 
inscriptions (9 ,  56, 72). These inscriptions, in turn, skew the kinds of problems 

My brief assay of the growing literature on gender, science, and epistemology cannot begin to do 
justice to the diversity or complexity of the arguments articulated by feminist scientists, historians of 
science, and philosophers. Some essential sources are Bleier ( 5 ) ,  Bordo (9), Flax (27, 28), Haraway 
(33,34) ,  Harding (35) ,  Hardingand Hintikka (36) ,  Keller (56) ,  Keller and Grontowski (57) ,  Merchant 
(72), and Rose (90, 91). 
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that interest scientists and the kinds of methods they use to study these prob- 
lems (5 ,  33, 34, 35, 36, 56, 57).  The new feminist perspectives trace these 
inscriptions to what Sandra Harding (35, p. 104) calls the primitive “totemic” 
of gender; they maintain that gender is the dzfference that has made the differ- 
ence in the generative categories, rules, and structures of Indo-European lan- 
guages.6 They point out that within these languages, woman is constructed as 
the “other.” Man’s subjectivity is established by marking its difference from the 
“objects” of his gaze, desire, affection, or contempt. Woman is conceived as the 
negative pole in a series of hierarchical oppositions that result from this 
semiotic occlusion-activity/passivity, culture/nature, headlheart, logos/pathos. 
Within this code, only those who control the power to name remain unmarked, 
unmediated, and disembodied (34). 

Conceived in this way, gender does not simply classify body types or pre- 
scribe norms for their representation; it “inflects an entire universe of objects 
and behaviors with masculine or feminine attributes, most of which remain 
unstated” (1, p. 2 ) .  Feminist deconstructions of this symbolic economy 
explode the myth of male “aperspectivity”: the claim that the dominant view is 
the unbiased view. They reject the premise that the “neutral observer” is neu- 
tral and neuter (67). In short, they identify the all-seeing eye that informs the 
objective logics of mainstream science as the eye of the patriarch. 

theoretical undertakings. Many of the authors of these revisions are practicing 
scientists. Citing the achievements of Rachel Carson, Barbara McClintock, and 
Jane Goodall, feminist scientists assume that some forms of inquiry can be bet- 
ter served by attempts to understand and preserve rather than master and con- 
trol nature. They seek to expand the methods, metaphors, and models of sci 
ence . 

Thus, for example, Ruth Hubbard (47)  tells a new story of embodiment. 
Hubbard reconceives the female egg as an active partner in the process of fer- 
tilization rather than as a passive princess waiting patiently for the sperm prince 
to awaken her from her slumbers. Hubbard looks at what happens to scientific 
questions when the gender totemic is treated as a null hypothesis: what hap- 
pens when we look at similarities instead of differences in males and females 
of the same species. 

Sarah Blaffer Hrdy (46 )  examines the mating behaviors of monkeys and dis- 
covers that females are not nearly as discreet, selective, or unappreciative of the 
pleasures of the flesh as male scientists since Darwin have claimed. Evelyn Fox 
Keller and Catherine E. Grontowski (57)  speculate on what physics would 
sound or feel like if it had been constructed on aural or tactile instead of the 
spatial metaphors favored by men. Ann Oakley (83)  displays the masculinist 
assumptions of standard interview protocols in social science and proposes a 

Feminist re-visions of the logic of science are not merely theoretical or meta- 

This claim is secured in the linguistic postulate which asserts that phonemes and signs achieve 
intelligibility only through difference; in Saussure’s words, “whatever distinguishes one sign from 
the others constitutes it” (quoted in 40, p. 28). 
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dialogic approach for research on women that is contiguous with female-gen- 
dered communicative patterns. 

Except for primatology, however, the feminist epistemological challenge has 
had little impact on mainstream science (5). Social science has also largely 
resisted its incursions, except for gender studies, which continue to be margin- 
alized (74) .’ The humanities, however, have proven more hospitable to the 
new feminist constructions of knowledge. In fields like philosophy, history, and 
literary theory-fields that have always preserved some space for the “subjec- 
tive” (in the terms of androcentric discourse, the “feminine”)-the feminist 
challenge has brought about a renewal of creative energies, which, in turn, 
have opened new areas of inquiry. Within feminist scholarship itself, the 
authority of the old androcentric and eurocentric models has been permanently 
displaced. The feminist epistemological critique has demonstrated that, in the 
words of John Hillman (43, p. 250), “the specific consciousness we call scien- 
tific, Western and modern is the long sharpened tool of the masculine mind 
that has discarded parts of its own substance, calling it ‘Eve,’ ‘female’ and ‘infe- 
rior.’ ” 

Mainstream communications research has been somewhat receptive to refor- 
mist efforts that stress the salience of gender-related variables in studies of lan- 
guage patterning, interpersonal, visual, and some facets of organizational com- 
munications; however, it has been virtually untouched by attempts to change 
conventional research designs to accommodate feminist epistemologies (88). 
Like other disciplines secured by social science orientations, communications 
is heavily invested in objectivist theories of knowledge: they provide the aus- 
pices for its disciplinary boundaries, textual authority, institutional positioning, 
and funding resources. However, there may be an additional reason for this 
insularity. The language and models of mainstream communications studies 
may be especially resistant to displays of the perspectivity of knowledge 
because of their special relationship to Cartesian concepts of “information.” 

David Bloor (6) has pointed out that every field has its “origin myth,” which 
it makes major investments in protecting. These myths launder the past. They 
cleanse the record of the confusions, conflicts, and defeats that accompany the 
births of all disciplines. They tell more palatable and palpable stories of disci- 
plinary origins, provide props for paradigmatic thinking, endow heirs to the tra- 
dition with a collective identity and sense of purpose, and foster temptations to 
hubris. “In the beginning,” many mainstream communications textbooks tell 
us, there was Claude Shannon’s (95) mathematical theory of communications. 
Everett Rogers (89) explains, “Shannon’s information theory in the 1950’s 
offered the potential of unifying not only the field of communications but also 
the social sciences and other sciences.” Alas, a snake appeared in the garden. 
“When this theoretical approach to communication was institutionalized in U.S. 
universities,” Rogers reports, “it was mainly absorbed into existing departments 
of speech and journalism, transforming them but also being bifurcated by this 

In sociology, however, this may be changing; consider Hess’s (42 )  1989 Presidential Address to the 
Eastern Sociological Association. 
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placement in an existing university organizational structure.” According to Rog- 
ers, the result is a “Balkanization of communication research and theory,” 
which produces “a low degree of coherence to communicalion research” (89, 
p. 210). But the dream of a unified science of information lives on in the hearts 
of the faithful (see, e.g., 3; cf. 85). 

Subscription to this origin myth is not universal even within the mainstream, 
and the mainstream itself is becoming increasingly difficult to locate. Neverthe- 
less, the origin myth has had significant currency within the field. Like origin 
myths in other disciplines, it has provided scholars seeking to distance them- 
selves from the mainstream with a benchmark (and straw man) with which to 
chart their critical departures. In short, whether as ticket or target, communica- 
tions scholars have strong attachments to information theory. 

Information theory may represent the purest articulation--the exemplary 
model-of what Susan Bordo (9, p. 439) characterizes as “the Cartesian mascu- 
linization of thought.” Renk Descartes (1596-1650) entered Western philoso- 
phy at a crucial juncture. The growing influence of mechanistic models and 
metaphors was undermining the authority of the organic world view that had 
secured Francis Bacon’s (1561-1626) justification of scientific inquiry. The 
achievements of mechanistic science occurred at the same time that the great 
“witch craze” swept across Europe, claiming (according to conservative esti- 
mates) between 50,000 and 300,000 lives; and, as H. R. Trevor-Roper (102, p. 
91) points out, the fury of the craze was not entirely “separable from the intel- 
lectual and spiritual life of those years.” The Inquisitioners required assurance 
that scientists were doing God’s work. Cartesian dualism provided this assur- 
ance by valorizing an approach to inquiry that emphasizes separation and dif- 
ference, and establishes firm boundaries between man and nature (the “other” 
that in the gendered inflections of seventeenth-century France also included 
“woman”). The Cartesian method separates reason and emotion, and extols 
detached, dispassionate, calculating, and abstract modes of cognition; within 
the ethos of this quasi-secular form of Puritanism, embodiment became an 
obstacle to reason. The Cartesian recipe maps the coordinates upon which 
Shannon defined his mathematical theory of information and Alan Turing 
devised his theory of computational numbers and conceived of his “logic 
machine”; their work, in turn, provided partial blueprints for development of 
the modern digital computer (7, 77). 

Realization of the Cartesian dream of a clean machine of reason had 
profound philosophical, mathematical, theological, political, economic, 
and social implications. These implications have been extensively explored 
in the literature on the computer revolution (see, e.g., 7, 18, 26, 75, 77, 103, 
107, 108). However, the implications for the gendering of information have 
been neglected. By relocating the sites of numbers and arithmetic operations 
from mind to electronic circuits, Shannon and Turing’s clean machines reduce 
the concept of information to the kinds of messages these circuits can accom- 
modate. Magoroh Maruyama (71, p. 29) describes the truncated form of infor- 
mation valorized by information theory as “classificatory information”; he points 
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out that this mode of reasoning is only one of the forms of information rou- 
tinely used by humans (in the West) to organize and analyze data.* Maruyama 
reports that, unlike their electronic surrogates, human “information processors” 
also regularly rely upon “relational,” “relevance,” and “contextual informa- 
tions” in making sense and reaching decisions. 

J. David Bolter (7) and John Durham Peters (85) demonstrate that the infor- 
mation of information theory (Maruyama’s “classificatory information”) is a dis- 
tinctly modern, Western, market-oriented construct that is regresented in dis- 
courses of power as the issue of an immutable, universal, evolutionary logic. 
Nevertheless, the information technologies it produces bear the marks of their 
social genesis. Thus, for example, Bolter points out that computer operating 
systems such as MS-DOS, UNIX, and CPM are based upon the rules of the 
“command” and “control” functions of military hierarchies and business 
accounting systems. 

My analysis of the epistemological and methodological assumptions of infor- 
mation theory indicates that information theory invites recruitment to represen- 
tation within discourses of power (51; see also 22 ,  85). The quest for a unified 
science embraces methodological imperialism in its search for the “one true 
story”-the master narrative-of human reason. It also engages in a reduction- 
ism that would purge all informations except “classificatory information” from 
inclusion within the master narrative. Thus, for example, artificial intelligence 
modelers claim that all “interesting” forms of human intelligence can be cap- 
tured within computer programs (75). The social counterpart of this methodo- 
logical imperative is an appropriationist logic (the Western gaze) that seeks to 
master all it surveys-even the extraterrestrial (e.g., the Star Wars weapon sys- 
tem). 

My studies of the constituents of “classificatory information” suggest that it is 
a gendered construct (49, 50, 51). My analyses of the assumptions and rule 
structures reified by computer logics indicate that “classificatory information” is 
the kind of information well-educated Western men draw upon most frequently 
in analyzing data. Using Carol Gilligan’s (31) studies of gendered modes of 
reasoning, I compared the kinds of information that can be accommodated by 
information theory with the kinds of informations Gilligan’s subjects relied 
upon in reaching moral decisions. Unlike Maruyama, Gilligan reduced reason- 
ing patterns to two major types: what she calls a “morality of rules” and an 
“ethic of responsibility.” She found that men generally relied upon the moral- 

Maruyama (71, p. 29)  lists the following epistemological assumptions as constituent features of 
“classificatory information”: “(1) the universe consists of substances or objects which obey the law 
of identityand mutual exclusiveness and can be classified into a hierarchyof categories, subcategories, 
and supercategories; ( 2 )  the information value of a ‘message’ increases with the categorical speci- 
fication of the message; or a message’s information value is greater if it describes an event which has 
a lower probability (for example, ‘it snowed in Florida in summer’ has a higher information value 
than ‘it snowed in Quebec during the winter’); (3) a piece of information has an objective meaning 
which is universally understandable, without reference to other pieces of information; ( 4 )  discrep- 
ancies within messages or differences between messages must have been caused by error; therefore, 
the discrepant positions should be discarded as inaccurate.” 
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ity of rules, while women usually referred to an ethic of responsibility in reach- 
ing moral decisions.‘ The rules that guide Gilligan’s masculine-gendered mode 
of reasoning are the same rules that construct “classificatory information.” Con- 
versely, the principles that guide the ethic of responsibility, Gilligan’s femi- 
nine-gendered mode of reasoning, are based upon forms of information that 
cannot be readily accommodated by information theory: what Maruyama called 
“relevance,” “contextual,” and “relational informations.” 

Because Gilligan abstains from rendering a definitive judgment regarding the 
origins of these gendered differences in reasoning patterns, her findings remain 
open to essentialist interpretations. My studies and the feminist epistemological 
studies reviewed in this article generally favor cultural rather than biological 
interpretations of these differences.’O They indicate that differential socializa- 
tion, gendered language structures, and specific events in Western history have 
played powerful roles in generating these differences; however, they also sug- 
gest that these patterns are amenable to intervention and revision. Nevertheless, 
these studies do support the conclusion that the information of information 
theory is gendered. That is, they confirm Kramarae’s characterization of the 
mainstream of communications research as a “malestream”; and they provide a 
warrant for extending feminist semiological warfare to the overfed but under- 
nourished modern concept of “classificatory information.” 

Current, laudable concerns within social science and education for 
reforming gender-biased educational practices, gender inequities in 
access to information technologies, gender-based segmentation of tech- 
nical skills, and gendered mentoring systems in science and engineer- 
ing deal only with symptoms. These concerns seldom adequately grasp or 
treat the causes of these inequities.” However, this does not mean that these 

Within Gilligan’s (31) scheme, the “morality of rules” is based on the following assumptions: thinking 
is goal-oriented; a hierarchical order of (universal) rules guides decision making; decisions are made 
by identifying available means and applying the rules to identify the appropriate (moral/utilitarian) 
choice; available means can be articulated; articulation of means involves resolution of ambiguities; 
the hierarchy of rules is used to infer relations among alternatives; and the rules are used as templates 
for understanding new, unusual, or ambiguous situations. Principles of justice, equality, and fairness 
are formalized in the rules; decision making is conceived as an attempt to realize these values. In 
contrast, the “ethic of responsibility” is embedded in “web-like relations” rather than hierarchies or 
formal rules; it emphasizes contextual reasoning and equivocation; stresses care, attachment, &li- 
ation, and interdependence; conceives of power as nurturance; embraces principles of equity and 
nonviolence; and defines self in relationships with others. Both of these modes of reasoning are 
systematic, internally consistent, and rational, but they frequently lead to different decisions. 

lo Monique Wittig (109, p. 10) forcefully asserts the sociological argument: “The ideology of sexual 
d@erence functions as censorship in our culture by masking, on the ground of nature, the sociul 
opposition between men and women. Masculine/feminine, male/female are the categories which 
serve to conceal the fact that the difference is social” (emphases in original). Whether the origins 
are in biology, culture, or both, feminist interventions have demonstrated that androcentric texts and 
practices are subject to revision. 

l1 Thus, for example, Sherry Turkle’s (104, pp. 41-61) studies of computational reticence suggest that 
for some women technophobia may be partly based in their discomfort with the martial (cont’d.) 
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causes are beyond treatment, nor does it provide any warrants for feminist boy- 
cotts of information technologies. To the contrary, it recommends nothing less 
than a renaissance in the ways we conceive, create, code, use, and theorize 
technologies, gender, information, epistemology, and communications. 

The challenges new feminist epistemologies pose to mainstream and critical 
communications research on the new technologies are, of course, only part of a 
much larger international and interdisciplinary response to the perceived 
depletion or corruption of the legacy of the Western Enlightenment. Poststruc- 
turalism, postmodernism, and some forms of social constructivism share femin- 
ism’s skepticism of universal and universalizing claims about existence, lan- 
guage, reason, science, and progress; these perspectives also conceive of their 
critical projects as forms of resistance to the reified fictions of the naturalized, 
essentialized human of humanism that has historically denied the subjectivity 
of women, blacks, sexual minorities, and members of non-Western cultures. 

In short, a broad and varied intellectual constituency is struggling to articu- 
late epistemological stances that recognize the irreducible differences and radi- 
cal multiplicity of local cultures. Biologist Donna Haraway (34, p. 579) 
describes the stakes of this struggle: 

“our”prob1em is, how to have simultaneously an account of radical historical 
contingency for all knowledge claims and knowing subjects, a critical practice 
for recognizing our own ‘semiotic technologies” for making meanings and a 
no-nonsense commitment to faithful accounts of a “real” world, one that can 
be partially shared and that is f iendly to earthwide projects offinite fieedom, 
adequate material abundance, modest meaning in suflering, and limited hap- 
piness. 

The critique of gendered technologies and information theory developed in 
this article indicates that existing modernist/masculinist “semiotic technolo- 
gies” exclude female-gendered beings, modes of reasoning, and skills from 
their discourses. Poststructuralists such as Jacques Lacan and Jacques Derrida 
would argue that such exclusions are inescapable; they claim that the feminine 
is characterized by the impossibility of representation (53, 66). The French 
feminist version of this argument conceives of language as a “binary trap”; the 
most radical form of the argument mandates creation of a new language 
(I’Gcriture f6minine) secured in the prelinguistic imagery of female bodily 
pleasures and drives ( 5 3 ) .  

(cont’d.) language and macho metaphors of hackers. For example, women may be repelled by 
concepts like “sport death”; they may prefer to “communicate” rather than “command.” Turkle 
sees this female computational reticence as a transitional phenomenon that will disappear as 
female socialization offers greater opportunities to interact with formal systems. Because Turkle 
believes that users impute their own meanings to what she calls “intimate machines,” she is 
optimistic about this outcome. I am less sanguine. Users do indeed bring their own meanings 
to machines, but the designs of information machines also set limits. That is, they may exercise 
a kind of ersatz Sapir~Whorf effect whereby some meanings and uses can be much more readily 
accommodated than others. Some users may create their own codes, but most do not. The kind 
of accommodation to formal systems Turkle anticipates may be an accommodation to the ap- 
propriationist logic valorized by Minsky (75), Moravec (77), and others. 
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Anglo-American feminists have been less mystical and, in my judgment, 
more pragmatic in confronting the problem of (mis)representation. They have 
conceived women’s language as a submerged or residual practice residing 
largely outside of the discourses of power (and theory), but nevertheless inte- 
gral to the creation and sustenance of the “everyday world” (82, 84, 90, 91, 96).  
Rather than an empty term in what Hklene Cixous and Catherine Clkment (13) 
call a “phallogocentric” language, malestream languages and philosophies, as 
Anglo-American feminists point out, contain well-established conventions for 
representing women. These conventions inscribe woman as “embodied” 
(albeit from the limited perspective of the male gaze). 

Feminist materialism treats this sexist precedent as a semiotic opportunity-a 
dialectical opening or staging ground-for making a necessary epistemological 
correction. As the ones “who are not allowed not to have a body,” a finite posi- 
tion, and situationally embedded knowledges, female thinkers are well placed 
within the struggle to articulate responsible post-Cartesian and perhaps post- 
modern theories of knowledge (34, p. 575).12 Haraway (34, p. 580) describes 
the paradox: “We need the power of modern critical theories of how meanings 
and bodies get made, not in order to deny meanings and bodies, but in order 
to build meanings and bodies that have a chance for life.”13 In short, feminist 
critics need to use these critical theories to document the embodiment of male 
knowledge, including what Nancy Hartsock (38) describes as abstract masculin- 
ity. 

The immediate feminist linguistic, artistic, and technological project requires 
women to claim the power to reinscribe and re-present women’s experience of 
embodiment and skill. l4  The larger feminist, poststructuralist, and postmodern- 
ist epistemological projects require recognition of the embodiment of all 
knowledge: recognition that white men do not have the eyes of gods or 
cyclops. Like the vision of women, walleyed pike, and turkey vultures, the 

l 2  Feminists give postmodernism a mixed review. Some readily embrace what Teresa de Lauretis (16, 
p. x) describes as “a possible love affair between feminism and postmodernism.” Others (cf. 28, 33, 
35) embrace it with some qualifications. Still others (cf. 39, 4 1 )  rigorously reject it. Hawkesworth 
(41,  p. 557) succinctly states the feminist case against postmodernism: “At a moment when the 
preponderance of rational and moral argument sustains prescriptions for women’s equality, it is a 
bit too cruel a conclusion and too reactionary a political agenda to accept that reason is impotent, 
that equality is impossible. Should postmodernism’s seductive text gain ascendancy, it will not be 
an accident that power remains in the hands of the white males who currently possess i t . .  . . In 
confrontations with power, knowledge and rational argumentation alone will not secure victory, but 
feminists can use them strategically to subvert male dominance and to transform oppressive insti- 
tutions and practices.” 

l 3  George Lakofs (61) studies of language and metaphor also make a strong case for developing a 
theory of language based upon embodiment; his argument is developed without reference to the 
feminist literature. 

This project is, of course, well under way in literature and the arts. It is making significant inroads 
in discourses on reproduction and reproductive technologies (cf. 70). Feminist film theory and 
filmmaking has also been influenced by this project. Thus, for example, Teresa de Lauretis’s (16) 
deconstruction of the male voyeuristic gaze of film technologies and conventions has inspired some 
experimental feminist filmmakers to articulate feminist alternatives. 
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vision of human males is embodied, finite, and situationally embedded. No one 
sees from nowhere. Men, even accomplished scholars like Bacon, Descartes, 
Turing, and Shannon, view the world from specific, human, vantage points. 
Therefore, we require epistemologies that can account for positioning: what 
Haraway calls “situated” or “embodied” knowledges. We need to be able to 
locate the sources of all knowledge claims in order to rationally assess their 
truth value. Recognition of the situational embeddedness of knowledge does 
not require acceptance of relativism or rejection of the quest for “objective” 
knowledge. Haraway (34, p. 584) points out that 

the alternative to relativism is not totalization and single vision, which is 
always finally the unmarked category whose power depends on systematic nar- 
rowing and obscuring. The alternative to relativism is partial, locatable, criti- 
cal knowledges sustaining the possibility of webs of connections called solidar- 
ity in politics and shared conversations in epistemology. Relativism is a way of 
being nowhere while claiming to be everywhere equally. The “equality” of 
positioning is a denial of responsibility and critical inquiry. Relativism is the 
perfect mirror twin of totalization in the ideologies of objectivity; both deny the 
stakes in location, embodiment, and partial perspective; both make it impossi- 
ble to see well. Relativism and totalization are both ‘kod tricks”promising 
vision from everywhere and nowhere equally and fully, common myths in 
rhetorics surrounding Science. But it is precisely in the politics and epistemol- 
ogy of partial perspectives that the possibility of sustained, rational, objective 
inquiry rests. 

Accepting epistemologies that recognize the embodiment and situational and 
linguistic embeddedness of knowledge does not require rejecting science. To 
the contrary, it demands finally that we display fidelity to a long-professed but 
seldom-honored covenant of malestream science: the idea that science is an 
ongoing, open-ended process that is never subject to final closure, a process 
that is fueled by criticism and delighted by surprise. Within the objectivity of 
situated knowledge, there are no unproblematic “objects” (34).  All objects and 
observations are mediated by language, culture, and vantage points. The pur- 
pose of conducting semiological guerrilla warfare within the territories of main- 
stream science is not to bring down the house of science but to remodel and 
expand it: to create what Harding (35, pp. 243-251) calls a “successor sci- 
ence.” 

What would this successor science do for communications studies? It 
would open up an enormous array of new research questions, and it would 
radically alter the ways we approach and frame those questions. It would make 
epistemological and linguistic reflexivity routine features of all our inquiries. It 
would restore methodology to the privileged position it held in nineteenth- 
century articulations of warrants for the “human sciences” (17, 86). It would 
not require wholesale rejection of the achievements of mainstream theory and 
research. The vision that secures the achievements of Bacon, Descartes, Dar- 
win, Turing, and Shannon is skewed, partial, and incomplete, but it is also 
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extraordinarily acute, insightful, and productive. A successor science would not 
discard the man with his myopia; however, it would require regrounding and 
resituating the claims of mainstream science within a responsible theory of 
knowledge. That is, it would provide a warrant for fully embracing what Bloor 
(6, p. 1) calls “the strong program” in the sociology of knowledge. 

This successor science would reopen the questions and perhaps reclaim the 
values marginalized by the twin triumphs of industrialism and instrumental 
rationality. Instead of settling for the fast foods of the easily processed and 
encoded message systems of “classificatory information,” it would provide entry 
to the lavish banquet of research possibilities provided by more holistic reinte- 
grations of “classificatory,” “contextual,” “relational,” “relevance,” and other 
information and communicative modes and practices. It would empower ongo- 
ing interrogations of the design codes and communicative rnodels embodied in 
plans for global information systems. In sum, it would do what male critics of 
instrumentalism such as Max Weber, Karl Jaspers, Karl Manrtheim, Max Hork- 
heimer, Theodor Adorno, Lewis Mumford, and Jurgen Habermas have long rec- 
ommended: subordinate instrumental or “functional” forms of rationality to the 
claims of “substantive” rationality (44, 45, 52, 69, 78, 105). That is, it would 
require us to reflect upon and justify the ends as well as the means of techno- 
logical decisions. 

What kinds of information technologies would a successor science support? 
Beyond debates related to the future of reproductive technologies, feminist 
theory has not yet directly addressed this question. Nevertheless, informed 
speculation is possible. Technologies are extensions of structures of power and 
capital as well as derivatives of scientific discourses. Women and men in West- 
ern cultures have, of course, been differentially situated in relation to structures 
of wealth and power. 

As a result of their subordinate position in these relations, women have 
developed alternative information networks and conceived of alternative social 
designs, e.g., witchcraft, keening rites, old wives’ tales, midwifery, motherwit, 
communal laundering activities, sewing circles, moral uplift movements, and 
consciousness-raising groups. They have created and circulated handcrafted 
information systems: recipes, home remedies, samplers, qui Its, letters, publica- 
tions, performances, and works of art. Women have also “misused”/reconfig- 
ured malestream information technologies to serve alternative purposes. Thus, 
for example, Lana Rakow (87) points out that the telephone was initially con- 
ceived as a tool of business; American women transformed it into a household 
necessity. Judy Smith and Ellen Balka (97) report that a similar process is at 
work on a much smaller scale today as women reconfigure computer network- 
ing to accommodate feminist “chatting.” Feminist-informed technologies 
would presumably incorporate elements drawn from these alternative networks, 
designs, artifacts, and uses. 

Female-gendered articulations of principles of social order tend to rely on 
decentralized, egalitarian decision-making processes; they emphasize personal 
responsibility and interactional processes rather than formal rules; they treat 
skills and knowledge as resources to be pooled to enhance group efforts; they 
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avoid hierarchical arrangements and formal divisions of labor; when divisions 
of labor are introduced, vertical rather than horizontal structures are often 
adopted so that creative and routine aspects of task forces can be distributed 
among all members (8, 24).  

These principles reflect gendered differences in orientations to power and 
authority: where men in groups assume that a general, captain, coach, or dean 
will lead the charge, women usually conceive of power as a process rather than 
a privilege of office or person. Thus, for example, conceiving of power from a 
feminist perspective, Hartsock defines it in terms of empowerment: “To lead is 
to be at the center of a group rather than in front of others” (37, p. 118). 

A feminist design aesthetic would presumably favor development of decen- 
tralized, egalitarian, accessible, process-oriented information technologies that 
advance expressive as well as instrumental values (48, 90, 91). Such an aes- 
thetic would subvert, invert, or divert the design logic that has fostered devel- 
opment of the capital-intensive information systems which currently facilitate 
global control systems. It would challenge the single-minded, malestream com- 
mitment to what Mumford (78) calls “authoritarian technics,” system-centered, 
immensely powerful, but inherently unstable technologies. Instead, a feminist 
design aesthetic would presumably seek to realize the telos of “democratic 
technics”: it would articulate social designs that incorporate human-centered, 
diverse, resourceful, and durable techn~logies.’~ 

A design aesthetic that is “friendly to earthwide projects of finite freedom, 
adequate material abundance, modest meaning in suffering, and limited happi- 
ness” cannot simply substitute one partial perspective for another. We face 
problems that require global action: the nuclear threat, environmental contami- 
nation, world hunger, global warming. Instrumental thinking created these 
problems, and instrumental thinking will be required to redress them; but, 
unless instrumentalism is resituated within grammars of human motives, rela- 
tionships, values, concepts of community, and social responsibility, we are all 
imperiled by the emerging global structures of information-capitalism. 

Where is the life we have lost in living 
Where is the wisdom we have lost in knowledge, 
Where is the knowledge we have lost in information? 

A successor science urges us to find out. 

T. S. Eliot asked, 
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